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Abstract
Cloud storage systems has played an important role in the support of large-scale and
high-performance cloud application. For the purposes of the cloud storage system, data
migration is the key technology to the elastic load balancing.In this paper, we take data
migration issues into the load-balancing scenarios and propose the data migration
method based on the ABC algorithm. At the same time, we validated the method.In the
method,we compute the load of each storage node through the comprehensive evaluation
system.The system contains the following four aspects, including the available
CPU,available memory, data access heat and the system response time.The cloud storage
system performs the data migration operation according to the data obtained from the
comprehensive evaluation system.The results show that this method can satisfy the
application needs.At the same time, this method can reflect the integrated load of each
node, and it also can achieve the optimal performance of the cloud storage system.
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1. Introduction
Mass data storage with high reliability and scalability is a huge challenge for the
internet companies while the traditional database is often hard to meet the demand.And
the most retrieval for a specific system is based on the query of the primary key,in which
case, the efficiency of relational database would be reduced, and the expansion would also
become a big problem in the future.In this case, the use of cloud storage system would be
a good choice. In terms of the deployment of cloud storage systems, data migration is a
key technology to the node dynamic expansion and elastic load balancing.But a large
number of state synchronization would bring many impact for system performance in the
data migration process.Therefore, how to effectively reduce the migration cost is the
biggest problems that cloud service provider should make efforts to solve. However, the
state of the storage system, the new virtual environment, the user stringent latency
requirements and unpredictability of access to the data have brought many new challenges
for the data migration.
In this paper, we analyzed the background of data migration method, and put the data
migration issues into the load-balancing scenarios.We use the load balancing framework
of hadoop and propose a data migration method based on ABC algorithm. The innovation
of this paper is that we apply ABC algorithm in data migration between different node of
the distributed system. Experimental results show that the main role of ABC algorithm is
to reduce the impact of data migration on system performance.At the same time,it also
can increase system load balancing degree.

2. Related Work
The US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) described the relevant
concept of cloud computing and had given the architecture of cloud computing [8]. At
present, cloud storage is a hot spot. Many scholars were studied about the concept of
cloud storage system architecture and large data storage [2,6,12], however, the research
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related to cloud storage data migrations is less. Julian Martin Kunkel discusseed load
balancing mechanism of the parallel file system based on sub file migration [4]. Luoqiu
Ming proposed a method of load balancing in the form of copies of data in "An Algorithm
Independent PVFS Load Balancing Mechanism"[5]. The use of the copy can avoid
changing the file allocation compartmentalization and also can solve the data moving
back problems.Thereby, it can reduce system overhead. In the eighth literature, the author
proposed a grid computing environment of mixed load balancing strategy, it greatly
considered the network performance [11,13]. Chiu of Washington State University who
studied data migration issues of the cache node, and put forward a data migration method
based on greedy strategy [1]. Based on these research results, we propose a new method
of data migration based on the ABC algorithm in the distributed system.Through the
comprehensive assessment on node storage space, the CPU, memory space, and the heat
of node access, a new kind of load balancing algorithm was provided, which can realize
the migration and scheduling between the data storage node, so that it can improve the
comprehensive performance of the entire cloud storage system.

3. Load Balancing Degree Evaluation Model
There are two types of imbalance in the cloud storage system: data skew and load
skew. Since the cost of weight-balanced is high,the paper mainly focuses on the second
type of imbalance, namely,load skew often causes node overload .At the same time, we
assume that the system has a high tolerance to the other types of uneven.Assumed that the
load capacity of nodes i is bi . Firstly, we carry out non-dimensional treatment for each
node based on the formula (1), Bi represent that the node i can withstand the maximum
load.We have standardized the load for each node based on the formula (2).Assume
p={p1,p2,p3,…pn} (n are the number of nodes)are the standardized node load. According
to Shannon's theory, information entropy can measure the degree of order of the
system.Here, we also use information entropy table to show the distribution of cluster
load, and the calculation is shown in Equation (3) [9].
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Obviously, when pi=1/n (i = 1,2,3, ..., n), i.e.,the load of each node is equal, the system
gets maximum entropy H (P) max = log (n). To better show load distribution,we
constructed balance function T values ranging from 0 to 1,showed in equation (4).
Balancing function is the ratio of the results calculated by equation (3) to the maximum
entropy, namely normalized entropy.
n
n
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T = -  p * logp / H(P)
=  p * logp / log(1 / n)
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4. ABC Algorithm Model
4.1. Principle of ABC algorithm
In the basic ABC algorithms, artificial bee colony algorithm contains three kinds of
individuals: employment bee, observed bee and scouts bee.Each employment bee
corresponds to definite nectar. According to the abundance of nectar, the ABC algorithm
use roulette way to hire the observed bee gather honey. If nectar source have no
improvement after several update, they would give up the nectar, the employed bees
turnes into scouts bee, then search for new nectar randomly.
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4.2 Description of the Problem
When the load balancing of storage system is tilted, to return to equilibrium, the system
needs to perform data migration.The value of the load balancing can be detected
according to the certain entropy value.The higher of the entropy value indicate that the
load distribution is more uniform. In this process, we can set a threshold.When the
entropy reach this threshold, system performs the data migration operation. To improve
the efficiency of data migration and reduce resource consumption of the system, we use
artificial bee colony algorithm in the data migration process.
To more effectively identify hot data and minimize the amount of data migration, we
use the concept of block HDFS used, the default size is 64M.The file of HDFS is divided
into one or more memory blocks. Each block is an independent storage unit, the data is
allocated in the form of blocks on a cluster server [10]. In this article, we put each block
as a partition and the partition is the basic unit of data migration and load monitoring.
Before calling migration algorithm, all the storage nodes are grouped on In_set or
Out_set according to the relationship between the overall system load and the number of
node.In a cloud environment, the target of cloud data migration is to achieve a balance
between the nodes through the load data migration, that is, the system must migrate some
data of Move-out node to Move-in node. “For this type of problem”, in this paper, we use
artificial bee colony algorithm to calculate the minimum consumption of each partition
migration "to control global and local search" and ultimately the system achieves resource
optimization.
4.3 Build Model
The ABC algorithm is applied to each node of Out_set, that is, each node is relatively
independent in the migration process.
Table 1. Correspondence Table
ABC
Algorithm
nectar source
beehive
Lead bee
observed bee
scouts bee
richness

Data Migration Method
Move-in node
Move-out node
Leading packet(The feedback
message)
data partition
Investigative packet
fitness value

Explain:
(1) The leading packets carry the following information: location information of nectar,
network bandwidth, the amount of data that the Move-in node can accept
(2) We assume that node i of In_set in three-dimensional space location as
X i =( xi1 xi2 , xi3 ). To calculate the solutions we adopt the following fitness function (we
assumed that equal importance to each element of X i ):

fit(X i )= -xi1 + xi2 + xi3

(5)

Explain: xi1 xi2 xi3 represent normalized data
xi1 

di1
, d k1
min{d11, d 21, ..., d N 1}

xi 2 

bi1
, bi1 represent real-time network bandwidth.
min{b11,b21, ..., bN 1}
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xi 3 

qi1
, qi1 represent the amount of data that the Move-in node can accept.
min{q11, q21, ..., qN 1}

(1) Node initialization
In the initial phase, the storage system is initialized according to the relationship
between normalized load values of the system with 1/n.Finally, N node of In_set obtained
by the initialization.N investigation messages correspond to N food source.In this case,
then the investigative message become to the leading message, that is, a leading message
corresponds to a node of In_set. In addition, each food source can be seen as an individual
source in ABC algorithm, then, N individuals make up the population of the algorithm.
In the following stage, the node of Out_set selects a node in In_set to migrate data in a
certain probability. Furthermore, for the node of In_set, the higher yields, the greater
probability to be selected. If the leading messages found that the nodes no longer be
updated after several successive iterations, they would give up the node.Then they should
transform from leading messages to investigative message and continue to find new node
of In_set.
(2)The formula of search new Move-in node
Recording the best value so far, and launched a search in the neighborhood of the
current Move-in node, search for a new Move-in node accroding the formula:
vijt+1 = xijt +rand[-1,1]ij (xijt - xkjt )
(6)
j∈{ 1, 2, … , D },k∈{ 1, 2, …, N }, rand[-1,1]ij

is a random number between -1 to 1.The

probability of Move-out node select the leading packet (in this case the leading packet
contains information about the Move-in node):
fit(X i )
(7)
P =
i

N



fit(X k )

n=1

The richer of the Move-in node, the greater probability to be selected by the Move-out
node.
(3) The investigation packets generated
To avoid plunging local optimum, when the Move-in node have no improvement after
„limit‟times update, the Move-in node would be gave up.And then the Move-in node is
recorded in taboo table,then the leading packet corresponding to the Move-in node
changes into the scout packet,in addition, randomly generates a new position instead of
the original immigration node.
(4) Abandoned Move-in node
The leading message generates a new Move-in node Vi in the around of node X i .If the
richness of Vi is higher than X i ,then Vi replace X i .
The ABC algorithm provides some regulations: if a food source is not improved within
a predetermined number of iterations, the food source would be abandoned. Obviously,
the preset number of iterations is a very important parameter, usually called "limit". The
variables triali can be used to record the number of times that the food source is updated,
the calculation formula is defined as:
0, fit ( X i )  fit (Vi )
(8)
trial  
i

triali  1, fit ( X i )  fit (Vi )

That is, if the Move-in node X i has not been improved after the limit updated, that is,
max ( triali )> limit, it shows that the resulting solution is the local optimal solution at this
time. In this case, the leading packet corresponding to the Move-in node changes into
Investigative packet, the Investigative packet use the escape operator calculate a new
Move-in node Z, such as formula (9): Zi  X min  rand[1,1]  ( X max  X min ) Among them,
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Z i =(zi1,zi2,zi3)
4.4 The Process of ABC Algorithm

(9)

Parameter setting: the number of food sources and the number of leading packet is
equal.If the leading packet found that the food source is abdonded, it changes into scouts
packet. The current number of iterations is “ triali ”.The number of parameters is the”
limit”.
Pseudo-code
Import：In_set ,Out_set
Output：Current optimal solution
1.Initialsolution()
// Initialize the solution X i ,(i=1,2……N)
2.cycle=0;
3.repeat：
4.Hire bee phase：ProcessEmployedBee();
GenerateNeighborMemorySolution();
//Produce adjacent scheme
Determine whether to give up the move-in node;
Determine whether update the move-in node information;
5.Scouts phase：ProcessScoutBee();
//Search the move-in node around the move-out node ;
If it found the better move-in node ,the update the node information;
6.observed bee phase：Observe and choose a better node;
triali = triali +1;
7.Record the best solution so far;
8.ntil the triali is bigger than the maximum cycle times, out of the circulation
9.Returns the best solution, output the optimal result

Phase of the cycle is divided into the following six phase:
①Hire bee phase ② Calculate the probability of food source is selected by the bee
③ Follow bee phase ④ Scout bees phase
⑤ Recording the optimal food source location so far, that is , the optimal solution.
⑥ triali plus one,if triali failure to reach the maximum number of iterations, then get
to the next cycle stages

5. Experiment and Conclusions
5.1 Experimental Environment and Setting
The experiment environment includes three rack, as shown in Figure 1. The first rack
contains one computer A. The second rack contains two kinds of computer B and C. The
third rack contains one computer D. At the same time computer A as the client.
Experimental topology shown in Figure 1.
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Rack1

Rack2

PC-A

Rack3

PC-C

PC-D

PC-B

Figure 1. The Experimental Topology
5.2 The Results of Experiment
The node A store 1.7G data, the first copy is stored in the node A, the utilization rate of
A is 100%, the second and third copies are stored in the B, C, D node, the utilization rate
of B,C,D followed by 75%, 25%, 50%. Four nodes are not balanced. Here, the imbalance
rate threshold is set to 0.1 [3,7,9]. Data migration method based ABC algorithm and the
greedy algorithm through data on the balance after rounding decimal places in Table 2
after the storage state.
Table 2. Data Storage Rate Before and After the Balance Operation

Node

The
configuration
capacity(GB)

A
1
B
2.0
C
4.0
D
4.0
Standardization of
entropy T

state befor the balance
operation

After the data migration
method based on ABC
algorithm

After the data migration
method based on greedy
algorithm

usage
amount(GB)

usage
rate(%)

usage
amount(GB)

usage
rate(%)

usage
amount(GB)

usage
rate(%)

1.0
1.4
1.0
2.0

100
70
25
50

0.70
1.30
2.70
2.20

70
65
67.5
55

0.70
1.40
2.50
2.40

70
70
62.5
60

0.680098

0.892788

0.9203276

Figure 2. The Image Data of Data Migration Method Based on ABC
Algorithm
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Figure 3. The Image Data of Data Migration Method Based on Greedy
Algorithm

5.3 Conclusion
The experiment have respectively given the data figure of response time and system
consuming about two kinds algorithms. The image shows that data migration method
based on ABC algorithm can effectively reduce response time and system consumption.
We can get the following conclusions from the experimental data, compared with the data
migration method based on greedy algorithm, the data migration method based on ABC
algorithm can quickly reduce the load tilt, and migration consumption is smaller. But
when the entropy of the system gradually converge to the set threshold value, it may fall
into local optimum.
5.4 Deficiencies
This method is not applicable to the system which produce sudden load continuously.
Therefore, if the stability period is lower than the data migration time, the execution
migration will introduce unnecessary expenses.The next work intends to consider the load
stable period, we can use time series model and cost model of the system, then make
improvement on the quality of the data migration strategy in the further.
In the experiments, in order to reduce the complexity of the issue, this article assume
that the prediction model dose not consider CPU and memory heterogeneous situation.In
the future, we will further study whether heterogeneous nodes occur that could impact the
method.
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